The role of gravitational collapse in controlling the evolution of crestal fault systems (Espírito Santo Basin, SE Brazil)
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Abstract

A high-quality 3D seismic volume from offshore Espírito Santo Basin (SE Brazil) is used to assess the importance of gravitational collapse in the formation of crestal faults above salt structures. A crestal fault system is imaged in detail using seismic attributes such as curvature and variance, which are later complemented by analyses of throw vs. distance (T-D) and throw vs. depth (T-Z). In the study area, crestal faults comprise closely spaced arrays and are bounded by large listric faults, herein called border faults. Two episodes of growth are identified in two opposite-dipping fault families separated by a transverse accommodation zone. Statistical analyses for eighty-four (84) faults show that fault spacing is < 250 m, with border faults showing the larger throw values. Fault throw varies between 8 ms and 90 ms for crestal faults, and 60-90 ms for border faults. Fault length varies between ~410 m and 1750 m, with border faults ranging from 1250 m to 1750 m. This work shows that border faults accommodated most of the strain associated with salt growth and collapse. The growth history of crestal faults favours an isolated fault propagation model with fault segment linkage associated with the lateral propagation of discrete fault segments. Importantly, two episodes of fault growth are identified as synchronous to two phases of seafloor erosion, rendering local unconformities as competent markers of fault reactivation at a local scale.
This paper has crucial implications to the understanding of fault growth histories as a means to assess drilling risk and oil and gas migration on continental margins with important salt tectonics. As a corollary, this work demonstrates that: 1) a certain degree of spatial organization occurs in crestal fault systems; 2) transverse accommodation zones can form regions in which fault propagation is enhanced and where regional dips of faults change in 4D.
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### 1. Introduction

Crestal faults comprise a group of faults rooted in the crest of salt diapirs (Jenyon, 1988; Randles et al., 2012). Despite their occurrence in multiple salt-rich basins, few studies have focused on the kinematic and dynamic evolution of crestal faults, in part because very few regions in the world fully expose these faults at outcrop. Good exposure of salt diapirs' flanks is chiefly recorded in the Paradox Basin, Utah (Furuya et al., 2007), Colorado (Gutiérrez, 2004), La Popa Basin in Mexico (Rowan et al., 2003) and the Dead Sea basin (Alsop et al., 2015). These outcrops essentially reveal the main boundary faults of crestal fault systems, but erosion often obliterates the fault families formed directly above growing salt structures. In parallel, diffraction and loss of signal around salt diapirs make most crestal faults hard to image on seismic data. With deeper burial depths, vertical and horizontal seismic resolutions can also be significantly reduced (Davison et al., 2000).

Important new findings have occurred in the last few decades in terms of evaluating fault growth history through seismic, outcrop, numerical and analogue modelling data (Alves,
2012; Bose and Mitra, 2010; Cartwright, 2011; Cartwright et al., 2000; Cartwright et al.,
1995; Childs et al., 2009; Clausen et al., 2014; Cowie and Scholz, 1992; Garcia et al., 2012;
Jackson and Larsen, 2009; Jackson and Rotevatn, 2013; McLeod et al., 2000; Morley, 2007;
Yin and Groshong, 2007). The early fault growth model of Barnett et al. (1987) was initially
proposed to represent isolated normal faults propagating in a radial direction, and records no
migration of maximum displacement points. Recent work focused on documenting changes
in the dimensions and absolute fault displacements to build more reliable fault-propagation
models (Mansfield and Cartwright, 2001; Walsh et al., 2002b). It is now recognised that
mature faults are a result of fault-segment linkage associated with the propagation in both the
vertical and horizontal directions (Cartwright et al., 1995; Cowie et al., 2000; Lohr et al.,
2008; Stewart et al., 1997). Following the latter concepts, Jackson and Rotevatn (2013)
summarized two mechanisms of normal fault propagation in ‘isolated’ fault and ‘coherent’
fault models. The isolated fault model is supported by many researchers, but recent work
stress that the coherent fault model is the dominant fault growth process in many an
extensional setting (Morley, 1999; Walsh et al., 2003; Walsh et al., 2002a). In the ‘coherent’
model, faults first propagate laterally to reach a length close to their maximum and record
cumulative displacement in a second throw-dominated stage. A supplementary model has
been presented by Lohr et al. (2008), who demonstrated that most faults grow by the
coalescence of several smaller faults, whereas tip propagation is of relatively minor
importance. Acknowledging this latter process of fault growth, Cartwright et al. (2000),
McLeod et al. (2000) and Sibson (1985) argued that the geometry of large faults is essentially
controlled by several small existing fault segments, rather than by a large fault created at
quasi-instantaneous geological scales. Against this backdrop, the propagation history of
crestal fault families is still poorly understood, and is thus examined in detail in this paper.
An important concept in this paper is that of border faults. The concept was first introduced for rift basins as normal faults forming escarpments on their shoulders (Crossley and Crow, 1980), often with large displacement and length (Ebinger et al., 1987), and accommodating most strain and stress. Boundary faults in salt tectonics are also a type of border fault following this criteria (Randles et al., 2012). This paper follows the concept that faults with the largest displacement and throw values within a crestal fault family comprise border faults.

Accommodation (or transfer) zones are also important structures revealed in this study. Previous studies on accommodation zones have largely focused on large-scale rift basins in the scale of 10s and 100s of kilometres (Coffield, 1987; Morley et al., 1990; Smith et al., 2001). However, accommodation zones can occur at different scales (Fossen and Rotevatn, 2016; Liu et al., 2015; Schlische and Withjack, 2009) and in different regimes and settings, such as in areas of significant salt tectonics (Randles et al., 2012). In this study we follow the definition of Faulds and Varga (1998), who considered accommodation zones as structures that accommodate strain and stress between overlapping normal faults systems, or families.

In the published literature, accommodation zones generated during the propagation of normal faults have an important control on the sub-surface distribution of hydrocarbons by: a) influencing the deposition of reservoir and source rocks, b) facilitating or restricting fluid migration, and c) forming structural traps (Langhi and Borel, 2008; Morley et al., 1990).

Crestal faults are important structures as they deform strata on the crests of growing salt diapirs, forming natural traps where fluids can accumulate (Baars and Stevenson, 1982; Rowan et al., 1999). Fault systems developed on the crest of salt structures can also generate surface topography, leading to significant erosion on the seafloor; in fact, the movement of crestal faults is an important trigger of submarine landslides and channel erosion on continental slopes (Gee and Gawthorpe, 2006). Crestal faults are also important elements of
structural traps associated with salt diapirs, either enhancing reservoir porosity or, instead, acting as conduits for sub-surface fluid (Cartwright et al., 2007; Gay et al., 2007). An important feature of crestal faults is their ability to grow (and reactivate) during successive episodes of crestal collapse (Walsh et al., 2002b). Thus, systematic studies of crestal faults have practical implications in assessing geohazards (Lisle and Srivastava, 2004), fault seal competence (Holdsworth et al., 1997), and CO$_2$ sequestration in regions of significant salt tectonics (Jung et al., 2014; Van der Veen, 2013).

The study area, located in ultra-deep areas of the Espírito Santo Basin, SE Brazil (Fig. 1b), reveals the development of large salt walls and diapirs (Gamboa et al., 2010a) (Fig. 1c). Here, the continental slope is deformed by growing NW- and NE-trending salt structures (Fig. 1c), and local processes such as slope instability and submarine channel incision are associated with the development of near-seafloor fault systems (Gamboa et al., 2010a; Omosanya and Alves, 2014). Previous work showed that halokinesis can generate extensional faults on top of rising salt anticlines, with subsequent mass-transport deposits (MTDs) and channels marking the last stages of fault growth over active salt structures (Alves, 2012; Alves and Cartwright, 2009; Baudon and Cartwright, 2008b). A multi-stage evolution is therefore expected, in the study area, for crestal faults generated above active salt structures (Baudon and Cartwright, 2008b).

This paper presents new data on fault families developed over the crest of a salt ridge in SE Brazil (Fig. 1c). An accommodation zone kinematically and dynamically linked with the interpreted crestal fault families is documented for the first time on a developed salt structure. Opposite-dipping fault families, and the associated accommodation zone, are analysed using a high-resolution 3D seismic volume with a vertical resolution approaching 8-10 m near the seafloor. In summary, this study aims to:
a) Document the geometry of fault families developed above a well-imaged salt ridge in SE Brazil;
b) Analyse the growth and reactivation histories of crestal fault families and the role of border faults exerting on the fault system, extrapolating the results to salt structures on other continental margins;
c) Examine the style(s) of propagation of crestal fault families, and their relationship with stratigraphic unconformities developed above the interpreted faults.

2. Geological setting

Sedimentary basins formed along the continental margin of SE Brazil are associated with rifting and break-up of the Gondwana supercontinent (Cainelli and Mohriak, 1999; Chang et al., 1988; Fiduk et al., 2004; Hung Kiang Chang et al., 1992; Ojeda, 1982). Continental break-up between Brazil and Africa evolved gradually from the southern part of the Atlantic Ocean towards the north (Chang et al., 1992). In such a setting, the Espírito Santo Basin was formed in the Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous as a rift basin filled with continental and lacustrine deposits (Chang et al., 1992; Mohriak et al., 2008). The basin evolved towards a fully rifted passive margin after the Aptian; therefore, strata in the study area can be grouped into five megasequences: i) continental syn-rift; ii) transitional evaporites; iii) shallow marine carbonate platform; iv) open marine transgressive and v) regressive (Chang et al., 1988).

Early post-rift strata in the Espírito Santo Basin chiefly comprise Late Aptian evaporites (Demercian et al., 1993; Mohriak et al., 2008; Ojeda, 1982). Accumulated evaporites include anhydrite, halite, carnalite, sylvinite and tachyhydrite (Ojeda, 1982). As the basin deepened, the progradation of strata from shallower proximal areas of the margin triggered widespread halokinesis on the continental slope (Demercian et al., 1993). Thin-skinned gravitational
gliding over Aptian evaporites (Demercian et al., 1993; Fiduk et al., 2004) is recognised as
the main trigger of salt tectonics throughout SE Brazil (Demercian et al., 1993; Vendeville
and Jackson, 1992a,b). Salt deformation mechanisms also include differential loading by
overburden strata (Omosanya and Alves, 2013). As a result, halokinesis in the Espírito Santo
Basin peaked during the Late Cenozoic and is still important at present (Fiduk et al., 2004).

Due to progressive eastward tilting and continuous subsidence (Bruhn and Walker, 1997),
three structural domains are observed at present in the Espírito Santo Basin: a) proximal
extensional, b) transitional and c) distal compressional (Fig. 2) (Gamboa et al., 2010b;
Mohriak et al., 2012; Rouby et al., 2003; Vendeville, 2005). Main structures in the
extensional domain include salt rollers, salt walls along conjugate normal faults, turtle
anticlines and rafts (Mohriak et al., 2008). The transitional domain is dominated by salt
diapirs, whereas the compressional domain comprises allochthonous salt (Davison, 2007;
Demercian et al., 1993). Crestal fault families are developed on collapsed salt diapirs and on
salt ridges generated in the transitional and compressional domains (Alves, 2012; Alves et al.,
2009).

The study area is located in the compressional regime of the Espírito Santo Basin, where
salt-withdraw basins developed due to the growth of allochthonous salt ridges and diapirs
(Figs. 1 and 2). The studied fault system is located above a prominent N-striking salt ridge
with a developed depression above (Figs. 1 and 3). The bottom of the salt ridge is absent with
the studied seismic volume (Fig. 4); however, active salt diapirism is revealed by the
presence of an active salt intrusion that noticeably deformed the seafloor (Fig. 4).

3. Data and methods
This paper uses a 3D seismic volume covering ~1800 km$^2$ of the Espírito Santo Basin, in SE Brazil, at a minimum water depth of 1600 m (Fig. 1b). The study area is bounded by the Abrolhos Bank to the north and by the Vitória-Trindade Chain to the East (Fig. 1b). Seismic data processing included resampling, spherical divergence corrections and zero-phase conversions, which were undertaken prior to stacking, 3D pre-stack time migration using the Stolt algorithm (Stolt and Benson, 1986) and one-pass 3D migration. The vertical sampling rate for the interpreted seismic volume is 2 ms and its bin spacing is 12.5 m. With a dominant frequency of 40 Hz, the vertical resolution is estimated to be between 8-10 m near the seafloor and 20 m at the maximum depth of strata investigated in this work.

The study area is located on a prominent NW-SE trending salt ridge with a width of 4 km wide and a length of over 30 km (Fig. 1c). This salt ridge separates two NE–trending salt-withdrawal basins (Fig. 1c). Interpretation of seismic data was performed using Petrel®; thus, seven (7) key horizons were mapped over the salt ridge to constrain the main episodes of fault reactivation. Constraints on the age of the stratigraphy units are based on published literature (Alves et al., 2009; Baudon and Cartwright, 2008b; Fiduk et al., 2004). In addition, seismic attributes such as variance and curvature were used to identify any relevant structural features (Chopra and Marfurt, 2007; Rijks and Jauffred, 1991). In the study area, swarms of faults are clearly observed in selected variance and surface maps (Figs. 1d and 3).

Fault throw plots are used in this paper to evaluate fault growth history with some important remarks: 1) the seismic volume is in time domain; 2) the surfaces of the faults are relatively smooth and only slightly listric; 3) throw-depth plots are effectively used to recognise key reactivation episodes here in this study; 4) maximum thickness of sediment on crest of the studied area is ~1250 meters (given a compressional velocity of 2500m/s on average for the first 1250 meters) and the strata is highly faulted and filled with pore fluid. This character implies that, for the first 1000 meters below the seafloor, variations in
compressional velocity have less influence on fault throw plots than in deeper strata (Alves et al., 2009; Leyden et al., 1972; Storvoll et al., 2005).

Stereogram plots showing the strike direction and dip angle of faults were produced on 3D Move®, which divides a single fault surface into a number of triangular surfaces. The number of triangular surfaces depends on the sticks and pillars interpreted on, and exported from Petrel®. Fault density is calculated based on the number of seismically resolved faults along seismic sections. The Expansion Index, which represents the thickness ratio between strata on hanging-wall and footwall blocks, is used to identify episodes of fault growth (Lewis et al., 2013; Mansfield and Cartwright, 1996). Nucleation of maximum throw depth vs. seismic horizons is used in this study to characterise the relative timing of distinct fault sets (Alves, 2012).

The studied fault families were divided into three zones; a northernmost zone with chiefly E-dipping faults (Zone 1), a middle part intersected by a prominent accommodation zone (Zone 2), and a southernmost zone with W-dipping faults (Zone 3) (Figs. 3 and 4).

4. Seismic stratigraphy

In the study area, strata can be divided into four seismic-stratigraphic units, which are bounded by seven horizons (H1 to H7). Horizon H1 represents the top of the Aptian salt, whereas H7 represents the seafloor (Fig. 5). Additionally, four seismic horizons (H2-1 to H2-4) are interpreted between Horizon H2 and H3 to constrain the Expansion Index of faults (Fig. 5b). Seismic-stratigraphic interpretations were extended to the adjacent salt-withdrawal basin in order to constrain the age of the strata on the crest of the salt ridge (Fig. 5a).

4.1 Unit 1 (Early Eocene?)
Unit 1 is bounded by H2 at its top and is characterised by strong to moderate amplitude internal reflections, which are chaotic at places (Fig. 5a). The bottom of Unit 1 is hardly identified in the adjacent salt-withdrawal basin. Its top (H2) coincides with a regional unconformity of Mid-Eocene age (Fiduk et al., 2004; Gamboa and Alves, 2015). This thin unit (< 250 ms TWT, approximately 312.5m given a compressional velocity of 2000m/s for sediment on crest of the salt diapir) developed on top of the salt ridge comprises remnants of Lower Eocene strata, hinting at continuous salt growth since the Late Cretaceous. In the salt-withdrawal basin, synclinal faults are developed in Unit, which are related to a synclinal fold sensu Alves (2012) (Fig. 5a).

4.2 Unit 2 (Middle Eocene - Oligocene)

Unit 2 is bounded at its base by a mid-Eocene unconformity (H2) and at its top by Horizon H3 (Fig. 5). Strata within this unit show sub-parallel, high-amplitude internal reflections with good lateral continuity (Fig. 5). High-amplitude reflections in this unit are generated by volcaniclastic material sourced from the Abrolhos Bank during the Middle Eocene-Oligocene (Fiduk et al., 2004; Gamboa et al., 2010a). Mass-transport deposits showing chaotic internal reflections are common on the flanks of the interpreted salt ridge (Fig. 5a).

Unit 2 is faulted on the crest of the salt ridge (Fig. 5b) and thins sharply towards the east on top of this same ridge (Fig. 5).

4.3 Unit 3 (Miocene)
Unit 3 is bounded by a moderate and continuous seismic reflection at its top (Horizon H4, Fig. 5). Internal reflections vary in character over the salt ridge, in Unit 3, when compared to the adjacent salt-withdrawal basins (Fig. 5a). The unit is characterised by transparent to low amplitude internal reflections over the salt ridge, but shows strong reflections in the salt-withdrawal basin. Strata in these confining basins onlap the salt ridge (Fig. 5a). The contrast in thickness between the crest of the salt ridge and equivalent strata in the salt-withdrawal basins reflects an important episode of salt growth during the Middle-Late Miocene, after which halokinesis weakened in the study area (Fiduk et al., 2004). As shown in Figure 5a, strata above H2 in the salt-withdraw basin is thicker, with ~1400 ms (TWT) compared with a maximum of ~700 ms (TWT) on the crest of salt diapir. The contrast in thickness between the two areas is partly due to collapse and erosion on top of the salt ridge, which resulted in the accumulation of MTDs in the salt-withdraw basin and on the formation of a correlative erosional surface (Horizon 5) on top of the salt ridge (Fig. 5a).

4.4 Unit 4 (Late Miocene - Quaternary)

Unit 4 shows internal seismic reflections of moderate amplitude and is divided into three sub-units (Fig. 5). The lowermost sub-unit 4a is bounded at its base by Horizon H4 and at its top by H5 (Fig. 5). A large number of crestal faults terminate at H5 (Fig. 5b). The intermediate sub-unit 4b is bounded at its top by an onlap surface (Horizon H6; Fig. 5a). Very few faults are developed in sub-unit 4b, but fault-related folding of the modern seafloor is markedly observed (Fig. 5b). The uppermost sub-unit 4c extends to the seafloor (Horizon 7). Few faults propagate to the seafloor in sub-unit 4c (Figs. 4 and 5).

5. Fault geometry
Interpreted crestal fault families can be subdivided into four groups according to the relative depth in which their upper tips terminate (Figs. 4, 5b and 6). Group 1 contains faults that offset Horizon H5, a main erosional surface developed over the salt ridge (Fig. 4a). A few of the faults in Group 1 reach the seafloor (Figs. 4, 5b and 6), a character indicating active salt diapirism (Fiduk et al., 2004). Group 2 faults comprise faults that offset H4 but terminate beneath H5, with Horizon H4 comprising a major truncation surface at the bottom of Unit 3 (Figs. 4, 5b and 6). Group 3 faults comprise structures that offset the top of Unit 1 (Horizon H3) and terminate within Unit 2 (Figs. 4, 5 and 6). Group 4 faults are confined to Unit 2 (Figs. 4a and 6).

Faults in Groups 1 and 2 show approximately the same number, respectively 30 and 29 faults. Group 1 comprises the faults with the largest displacements in the study area (Figs. 4 and 5). Group 4 faults are rare, with only a few being imaged within a central depression developed on the crest of the salt ridge (Fig. 6). These latter faults show the smallest length and displacement values (Figs. 3, 4 and 5). All in all, the four groups of faults form two distinct fault families towards the northern (Zone 1) and southern (Zone 3) halves of the interpreted salt ridge (Figs. 3 and 4).

Fault 1A and 2A in Zone 1, where faults in each Group are named by capital letters preceded by numbers showing fault group, show the largest displacement and throw values. Based on the criteria that faults with the largest displacement and length accommodate the bulk of strain and stress, faults 1A and 2A are interpreted to form border faults in Zone 1. Following the same criteria, faults 1E and 1G are considered to form border faults in Zone 3 (see details of maximum throw of these faults in section 6).
Faults in Zone 1 dip to the east, with a few antithetic faults occurring at the edge of the salt ridge and forming graben-like structures (Fig. 4a). The average strike of faults dipping to the east in Zone 1 is $354.74^\circ$ NNW and their average dip angle approaches $35.37^\circ$ (Fig. 7a). Border fault 1 (BF1) strikes N-S close to Zone 2, but gradually changes its strike to NNE into Zone 1 (Fig. 3). Border Fault 2 (BF2) changes its strike from NNW to NNE in a south to north direction (Fig. 3). Both border faults are listric, dipping to the east (Fig. 4a). Antithetic faults in Zone 1 show an average strike of $20.31^\circ$ NNE and an average dip angle of $36.7^\circ$ (Fig. 7b). In contrast to the northern part of the salt ridge, faults in Zone 3 dip uniformly to the west. Their average strike direction is $5.34^\circ$ NNE and the average dip angle is $35.94^\circ$ (Fig. 7c). Border faults 1E and 1G also strike NNE (Fig. 3). Most of the faults in Zone 3 are listric and slightly curved in map view (Figs. 3 and 4b).

Figure 8 presents the density of seismically resolved faults for the study area. Figure 8a separately shows fault density on the hanging-wall and footwall blocks of BF1, from south to north (Figs. 3 and 4a). The result indicates that fault density in the hanging-wall block is larger than in the footwall (Fig. 8a). To the south, closer to Zone 2 (Fig. 3), fault density is similar on both blocks, with fault density approaching a number of 12 faults/km (Fig. 8a). On the footwall block of BF1 fault density decreases to the north, revealing a denser fault distribution closer to Zone 2. Figure 8b shows fault density in Zones 1 and 3; the data showing that fault density in Zone 1 (8-12 faults/km) is larger than fault density in Zone 3 (6-8 faults/km).

5.2 Geometry of the accommodation zone

The accommodation zone separating faults in Zones 1 and 3 is described following the definition in Faulds and Varga (1998). To these authors, accommodation zones comprise
belts of overlapping fault terminations that separate either systems of uniformly dipping normal faults or adjacent domains of opposite-dipping normal faults. In the study area, the strike direction of an interpreted accommodation zone is near-perpendicular to the overall strike direction of the normal faults that terminate into it (Fig. 3).

The strike direction of this transverse accommodation zone (TAZ) is E-W. The TAZ is approximately 4500 m-long and 200 m-wide, with numerous opposite-dipping faults terminating or propagating into it (Figs. 3 and 4c). The TAZ was formed in association with the growth of two opposite-dipping fault families in Zones 1 and 3. With continuing lateral fault propagation in both Zone 1 and Zone 3, the transverse accommodation zone narrows.

6. Evidence of fault growth, reactivation and segment linkage

Throw vs. depth (T-Z) plots and throw vs. distance (T-D) plots are used in this section to analyse the growth history of the faults (Baudon and Cartwright, 2008a,b; Durogbitan, 2016). Non-reactivated faults are generally characterised by M-type or C-type throw-depth profiles, with throws tipping out towards the lower tip without a clear detachment (Baudon and Cartwright, 2008b). Reactivated faults exhibit stepped vertical throw-depth profiles (double C throw profile with one episode of reactivation) and their lower parts show a similar throw profile to non-reactivated faults. Fault reactivation modes are divided into upward reactivation and dip-linkage reactivation (Baudon and Cartwright, 2008b). However, crestal faults are usually with small throw values (Morley, 2007), which make it difficult to differentiate between these two modes. In this paper, reactivation is referred both to upward and dip-linkage reactivation. Fault segmentation is analysed with throw-distance profiles. Faults that show only one fault segment often present a maximum throw value at their centre, diminishing towards both tips (Lohr et al., 2008; Mansfield and Cartwright, 2001). Faults that
are formed by lateral linkage of different segments often present several peak values in throw, with lower throw values at the linkage area (Walsh et al., 2003).

6.1 Group 1 faults

Group 1 comprises a set of faults with the largest displacements on the salt ridge (Fig. 4). A few of these Group 1 faults are still active and propagate onto the seafloor (Figs. 4, 5 and 6). Faults 1A to 1D in Zone 1, and 1E to 1H in Zone 3, were analysed in terms of their growth history (Fig. 9, see Figs. 3 and 4 for their locations), with fault 1A comprising border fault 1 (BF1) in Zone 1 and faults 1E (BF3) and 1G (BF4) comprising border faults in Zone 3. Faults 1A and 1B in Zone 1 are interpreted to form two hard-linked fault segments, whereas fault 1C and 1D comprise single fault segment (Fig. 9). The reactivation history of faults in Zone 1 is constrained by Horizon H3 and H5, which are two main erosional surfaces identified on top of the salt diapir (Fig. 4). Profiles 1B-e show typical examples of fault reactivation bounded by horizons H3 and H5 (Fig. 9). Note that profiles 1B-e, 1B-f, 1C-h, 1C-i and 1D-j clearly show a first episode of fault reactivation in Zone 1, which is marked by Horizon H3, with only one exception in 1B-d where fault reactivation happened earlier. The second episode of reactivation in Group 1 faults (Zone 1) is marked by Horizon H5, as shown in profiles 1A-b, 1A-c and 1B-e. The T-Z plots for 1B-d and 1D-k indicate that this second episode fault reactivation occurred slightly earlier than H5, whereas 1B-g and 1D-j show that fault reactivation happened after H5 (Fig.9).

Faults 1E and 1H in Zone 3 are interpreted to comprise a single fault segment, with fault 1F and 1G comprising two fault segments (Fig. 9). Similar to Zone 1, fault reactivation of Group 1 faults in Zone 3 also shows two distinct episodes marked by H3 and H5 (Fig. 9). The first episode of fault reactivation in Zone 3 is revealed by the T-Z plots of 1E-b, 1G-j, 1G-k
and 1H-1 to 1H-n (Fig. 9). The second episode of fault reactivation, marked by horizon H5, affected the T-Z profiles in 1E-b, 1E-c, 1F-d, 1F-e, 1G-1 to 1G-i, 1H-m and 1H-n.

Even though two episodes of fault reactivation are identified in both Zone 1 and 3, not all faults record two episodes of fault reactivation. Exceptions are fault 1C in Zone 1 and faults 1F and 1G in Zone 3, which reveal one single episode of fault reactivation.

Maximum throw values of Group 1 faults vary from 30 to 80 ms TWT, with border faults 1A, 1E and 1G reaching a maximum of 80 ms TWT. Away from the border faults, maximum throw value can reach a maximum of 40 ms TWT in other Group 1 faults (Fig. 9).

6.2 Group 2 faults

Faults interpreted as part of Group 2 are named 2A to 2D in Zone 1, and 2E to 2H in Zone 3 (Fig. 10, see Figs. 3 and 5 for their location).

Fault 2A, also referred as Border Fault 2, has a maximum throw value of ~60 ms TWT (Fig. 10). Except for this latter, faults in Zone 1 comprise two fault segments, with fault 1A showing one single fault segment. Fault reactivation of Group 2 faults occurs around Horizon H3 (Fig. 10). However, this group of faults indicates a complicated reactivation history. Profiles 2B-e to 2B-g and fault 2C-j reveal two episodes of fault reactivation (Fig. 10). Profiles 2B-d, 2C-h and 2D-k are ‘C’ type faults on T-Z data, a character indicating the absence of reactivation. An important aspect is that faults 2C and 2D comprise two fault segments of distinct length (Fig. 10), with the shorter fault segment showing a non-reactivated T-Z profile (profile 2C-h of fault 2C and profile 2D-k of fault 2D). Conversely, the longer fault segment reveals fault reactivation. Fault 2B, which comprises two comparable fault segments, also shows a non-reactivated fault segment (profile 2B-d) and a reactivated one (2B-e to 2B-g) (Fig. 3).
Group 2 faults in Zone 3 comprise two fault segments except for fault 2H, which is interpreted to form one single segment (Fig. 10). Fault reactivation history in Zone 3 also occurred around Horizon H3. T-Z plots generally indicate one episode of fault reactivation, with exceptions in profiles 2E-a, 2G-h and 2G-i (non-reactivated) and profile 2E-j with two episodes of fault reactivation (Fig. 10). Similar to faults 2B to 2D in Zone 1, fault 2E and fault 2G also indicate that one fault segment is reactivated while the other is not (Fig. 10).

Except for fault 2A, maximum throw values for Group 2 faults vary from 30 to 40 ms TWT, values that are far greater than the maximum throw of faults in Groups 3 (12 to 15 ms TWT) and 4 (4 to 8 ms TWT).

6.3 Group 3 faults

Faults named 3A to 3D (Zone 1) and 3E to 3H (Zone 3) comprise Group 3 faults (Fig. 11). In Zone 1, faults 3A, 3C and 3D comprise two hard-linked fault segments and fault 3B comprises three fault segments (Fig. 11). In Zone 3, faults 3F and 3H are interpreted to be single fault segment, fault 3E has two hard-linked fault segments, and fault 3G comprises four linked fault segments (Fig. 11).

One single episode of fault reactivation is recognised in Group 3. In Zone 1, fault reactivation is recorded at Horizon 3 (Profiles 3A-a, 3D-h and 3D-i). However, fault profiles 3A-b 3B-d and 3C-f indicate an earlier episode of fault reactivation. In Zone 3, the reactivation happened earlier than Horizon H3 (profiles 3E-a, 3F-c, 3H-g and 3H-h).

Similar to faults 2B to 2E, and fault 2G in Group 2, faults 3B, 3C, 3E, 3F and fault 3G in Group 3 comprise at least two fault segments with distinct reactivation histories (Fig. 11). Some of these segments show no reactivation. Maximum throw values for Group 3 vary from 12 ms to 15 ms TWT, a value larger than the maximum throw of Group 4 faults (Fig. 11).
6.4 Group 4 (non-reactivated) faults

Group 4 faults are restricted to Zone 1 (Fig. 4a). Four distinct faults named 4A to 4D were analysed through the compilation of T-Z plots (Fig. 12a-h) and by measuring absolute throw values along horizon H3 (Fig. 12). This group of faults were not reactivated, with maximum throws showing relatively small values between 4 ms and 8 ms TWT (Fig. 12). These values are within the resolution limits of seismic data, which was processed with sampling rate of 2 ms. Throw-depth (T-Z) plots for this group of faults show typical ‘C’ shape profiles (Baudon and Cartwright, 2008a). The upper tips of these faults are eroded away at Horizon H3 (Fig. 12). Throw-Length profiles for fault 4D show a single throw peak, suggesting the development of a single fault segment. Throw-length profiles for faults 4A, 4B and 4C show asymmetrical “M” shapes, which reflect the linkage of two distinct fault segments.

7. Geometry of crestal faults in time and space

Crestal fault families are often hard to document on seismic data or at outcrop (Randles et al., 2012). Nevertheless, Alves (2012) proposed that gravitational gliding contributes to the formation and evolution of crestal fault families. In addition, Yin and Groshong (2007) recognised that the evolution history of crestal fault families is controlled by master fault(s), here we refer as border fault(s). According to the latter authors, master faults are initiated during early stages of faulting and are capable of developing a more complicated fault pattern. Some other common characteristics of crestal faults include: a) their relatively small length, which normally does not exceed 2.3 km (Alves, 2012), and b) their relatively small throws, often below 50 ms TWT (Morley, 2007).
A second key characteristic, implying that fault throw is below 50 ms TWT, is not followed by the border faults in this study (see Randles et al., 2012). Four border faults are identified in the study area; faults 1A and 2A in Zone 1, and faults 1E and 1G in Zone 3 (Fig. 3). Without exception, all border faults show maximum throw of ~80 ms TWT (Figs. 9 and 10). This distinct throw distribution confirms that most of the stress and strain on the crest of the interpreted salt ridge has been accommodated by border faults. Fault density of the crestal fault system in Espírito Santo Basin varies from 4 to 8 per km on the footwall of the border faults, to 10-18 per km on their hanging-wall block (Fig. 8a), which implies that border faults might have hindered fault growth farther from the salt edge (Fig. 3). Comparing fault density in Zones 1 and 3, Zone 3 has a higher fault density than that in Zone 1 (Fig. 8b), which might reflect distinct fault-initiation processes.

The analysis of maximum throw vs depth is an efficient way to identify the depth faults first nucleated (Alves, 2012). However, this method is used on the basis that space is available for faults to propagate both upward and downwards, and this method loses its practical meaning when faults sole into a detachment surface. In this case, faults are most likely to propagate upward, with maximum throw developing only in an upward direction. To avoid this caveat, Group 3 and Group 4 faults were selected to compile maximum throw vs. depth plots as these two groups of faults are not detached on the salt ridge (Fig. 4). Expansion index (EI), which is the ratio between the thickness of hanging-wall and footwall strata (Lewis et al., 2013; Mansfield and Cartwright, 1996), was used to identify periods of significant fault growth. When EI >1, representing hanging-wall thickening, active fault growth occurs (Omosanya et al., 2015). In this paper, we selected border faults (faults 1A and 2A in Zone 1, faults 1E and 1G in Zone 3), which are still active, to calculate their expansion index and to estimate relative timing of fault growth episodes.
The maximum throw vs. depth plot in Figure 13 shows that faults in both Zone 1 and Zone 3 are nucleated within Unit 1 to Unit 3, with maximum throw located within Unit 2. The nucleation of faults reveals that faults in both Zone 1 and Zone 3 were formed during the middle-late Eocene, when the Abrolhos Bank was being formed and volcaniclastics were transported into Espírito Santo Basin inducing local halokinesis (Fiduk et al., 2004). Comparing the relative depth of maximum fault throws in Zones 1 and 3, it becomes obvious that faults in Zone 3 (Fig. 3) were formed before faults in Zone 1, and present relatively deeper maximum throw locations (Fig. 13).

Expansion indexes of border faults in Zones 1 and 3 (Fig. 14) also indicate that faults in Zone 3 formed earlier than faults in Zone 1. The first growth episode in Zone 1 occurred between H2-1 and H2-2, with expansion indexes above 1.0. In Zone 3, the first episode of fault growth occurred between H2 and H2-1 i.e., earlier than the first episode of fault growth in Zone 1. Combining maximum throw values vs. depth and expansion index data for border faults in Zones 1 and 3, we conclude that faults in Zone 3 formed earlier than their counterparts in Zone 1.

8. Discussion

8.1 Controlling factors on fault reactivation offshore Espírito Santo

The growth of faults is often controlled by reactivated basement structures (Pinheiro and Holdsworth, 1997). Bellahsen and Daniel (2005) later suggested that the relationship between the orientation of existing faults and the orientation of stresses to be key parameters leading to fault growth and reactivation. If the strike direction of existing faults and the orientation of principle stress are in a favourable relationship, faults are easier to grow and reactivate
(Baudon and Cartwright, 2008b). In the study area, the main strike direction of faults varies from NW to NE (Fig. 3). Except for faults 3B, 2B, 3A, 4B, 3C, 4C, which show a concentric pattern (Fig. 3), crestal faults strike N-S to NNE in the study area, a direction matching positively with the overall direction of extension for the South Atlantic margin (Chang et al., 1992; Petri, 1987), and with the regional stresses recorded on the margin at present (Heidbach et al., 2008). However, extension alone cannot justify the recorded variations in the strike of the interpreted crestal faults as local stresses on the flanks of salt structures change sharply in space and time, influencing fault growth (Hubbert and Rubey, 1959; Jain et al., 2013; Wiprut and Zoback, 2000). In addition, known factors influencing fault growth and reactivation around salt structures include salt dissolution (Randles et al., 2012) and multi-phase salt growth, both potentially associated with fault reactivation in the study area. Faults that show a concentric pattern (faults 3B, 2B, 3A, 4B, 3C, 4C; see Fig. 3 for the location) reflect salt withdrawal beneath the central depression generated on the salt ridge (Ge and Jackson, 1998; Ward et al., 2016).

In this study, we propose that border faults accommodated regional E-W extensional stresses recorded offshore Espirito Santo (Chang et al., 1992; Jacques, 2003). The growth of faults in the study area follows two distinct stages. Stage 1 records the growth of border faults, followed later by collapse of the salt ridge in distinct styles. In such a setting, crestal faults closer to border faults were harder to initiate and grow than those further away (Fig. 15). Border fault 1 was reactivated during a second episode of fault reactivation, which is marked by horizon H5 (Fig. 9). Throw-depth (T-Z) data for BF1 (Fig. 9) indicates that fault throw reaches a minimum value around H3, with a second peak in throw recorded after the second erosion phase is identified on the crest of the salt ridge (H5 in Figs. 4a and 5). This suggests that border faults kept accommodating strain and stress on the crest of the salt ridge - once crestal faults were far enough from border faults, they tended to grow and reactivate (Fig. 15).
In Zone 1, faults surrounding BF1 and BF2 chiefly comprise faults in Groups 2 and 3 (Fig. 3), which have far smaller displacement and length and a simpler reactivation history than the border faults (Figs. 9-12). Noting that faults closer to BF2 belong to Group 3 (Fig. 3), farther to the east Group 2 faults were firstly dominant before the generation of BF1. In Zone 3, in both sides of fault 1E, maximum fault throws tend to decrease ($T_{\text{max}2F} > T_{\text{max}2E} > T_{\text{max}3F}$ to the west and $T_{\text{max}1F} > T_{\text{max}2G} > T_{\text{max}2H}$ to the East) (Figs. 9 and 10).

The propagation history of the interpreted fault families does not agree with the ‘coherent model’ of Jackson and Rothevatn (2013), as faults commonly comprise two or more linked segments (Giba et al., 2012; Morley, 1999; Walsh et al., 2003; Walsh et al., 2002a) (Figs. 9 to 12). In the ‘coherent model’ of Jackson and Rothevatn (2013), faults have similar length and throw profiles and are linked early in their development to form large segments. This work proposes that larger fault segments in the study area propagated and were reactivated to link with smaller fault segments, and then evolved together as a set of related structures (Fig. 16). The larger, mature faults result from the linkage of several fault segments, and this mode is here identified as the predominant mode of lateral fault propagation in the study area (Figs. 9 to 12). The generation of larger faults is thus interpreted to have been controlled by several small existing fault segments, rather than by a large fault generated at the start of fault propagation (Sibson, 1985).

Throw-depth ($T$-$Z$) plots have been assessed for their accuracy as a method to identify fault growth and reactivation. In particular Lohr et al. (2008) pointed out that in listric faults, especially those in areas of important salt tectonics, throw values can approach zero and their practical meaning is quantitatively lost. However, in most published cases, throw is a reliable proxy for fault development and reactivation episodes. Even though the T-$Z$ plots in time domain compiled in this study show well-expressed fault reactivation histories (Figs. 9-11), difficulties still exist when interpreting these T-$Z$ plots. In the study area, throw values for
crestal faults are less than 80 ms TWT (generally <50ms TWT), causing some difficulties in interpreting fault reactivation with accuracy. However, fault reactivation episodes are better constrained when using two erosional surfaces as temporal markers, H3 and H5. Thus, we suggest erosional surfaces as markers for identifying fault reactivation on the crest of salt structures. In combination with T-Z plots, interpreters can have a better evaluation of fault reactivation history by using key stratigraphic markers. In the studied crestal fault system, H3 and H5 are recognised as key markers to assess fault reactivation (Figs. 9 to 12). These two erosional surfaces also mark the boundaries above which faults were not reactivated; for instance, not all faults offset H3 or H5 (Fig. 4). Fault 2A (Fig. 10) is a good example, as this fault offsets H3 and stops at H5, with no further evidence of reactivation above this latter stratigraphic marker.

As a corollary of our analysis, fault propagation above the interpreted salt ridge is more complex than documented by Baudon and Cartwright (2008b) on other salt structures of the Espírito Santo Basin. The three-stage model of fault growth proposed by these latter authors is thus expanded in this work into a five-stage model (Fig. 17). The T-Z profiles of faults 1A (a), 1B (d and e), 1D (j and k), 1E (b) and 1H (m and n) (Fig. 11) exemplify this five-stage fault growth model. See for T-Z profile j of fault 1D for example; fault throw shows a first peak around 3100 ms TWT, while the second growth phase is indicated with a small peak at H5. A third growth episode is marked with increasing throw close to the seafloor (Fig. 9).

8.2 Importance of accommodation zones on the crest of salt structures

Numerous studies have been carried out to understand the formation of accommodation zones (Bosworth, 1985; Colletta et al., 1988; Langhi and Borel, 2008; Tesfaye et al., 2008). Fault systems that form accommodation zones in rifts are genetically related faults formed at
approximately the same time (Coffield, 1987; Ebinger, 1989; Farhoud, 2009; Faulds et al., 1990; Kong et al., 2005). In the study area, the northern fault system (Zone 1) created multiple E-dipping faults that dip in an opposite direction to faults in Zone 3, with an E-trending accommodation zone separating these two zones (Fig. 3). Faults in Zones 1 and 3, however, reflect different formation mechanisms, with the northern fault system (Zone 1) showing geometries typical of collapse structures (Fig. 3), whereas the southern fault system (Zone 3) resembles faults formed by gravitational gliding (Fig. 4b) during withdrawal of salt on top of the salt diapir (Fig. 3). The interpreted top salt does not match with these mechanisms as this salt diapir is in an uplifting episode (Fig. 4). The different mechanisms for the two opposite-dipping fault families hint at distinct timings for the formation of opposite dipping fault systems. The depth in which maximum throw is observed indicates that fault nucleation in Zone 3 happened earlier than in Zone 1 (Fig. 13). The expansion indexes of border faults in Zone 1 and Zone 3 also indicate that the southern gravitational fault array formed slightly earlier than the northern collapsed fault array (Fig. 14). In Zone 1, the concentric faults observed are likely associated with the dissolution (and quick) collapse of salt underneath the post-salt overburden, which shows significant throw values for BF1 on top of the salt surface (Fig. 4a). Zone 3, in contrast, shows the predominance of gravitational gliding over the interpreted fault ridge. For instance, in Figure 4b the uniformly west-dipping fault array shows a continuous and smooth salt surface and some of the faults detach on the top of the salt; no significant faults intersect the top of the salt package (Fig. 4b). Also fault density in Zone 1 is higher, which indicates a predisposition for fault initiation in Zone 1. Despite these distinct mechanisms, faults in Zones 1 and 3 are kinematically linked and resulted in the generation of the TAZ in Zone 2. The distinct mechanisms observed (gliding vs. dissolution) resulted in locally focused, changing styles of crestal faulting.
Figure 18 illustrates the formation of the TAZ. Few faults formed by gravitational gliding in Zone 3 in a first stage due to gradual salt-withdrawal and generation of the depression on top of the salt ridge (Fig. 3). The sudden collapse of the ridge crest resulted in the formation of two opposite-dipping fault families in Stage 2. Further propagation of the faults in Zones 1 and 3 resulted in the formation of the TAZ, and faults stopped propagating horizontally across the accommodation zone (Figs. 18 and 19). However, this did not hinder later stages of vertical propagation in the interpreted faults, with structures oriented favourably for reactivation revealing blind vertical propagation towards the surface. This characteristic is again shown in Fig. 4, in which most of the faults are still active and propagate to the present seafloor.

9. Conclusions

High resolution seismic data from the Espírito Santo Basin, SE Brazil, documents a swarm of fault systems families on a salt ridge. Detailed mapping, throw-depth plots and statistical analyses of fault distributions provided us with important insights into the geometry and evolution of crestal fault systems of salt structures. This work resulted in the following conclusions:

1) A swarm of listric, moderately–highly curved and faults are developed on top of the salt ridge, showing seismic resolved fault densities that can reach as much as eighteen (18) faults/km.

2) The crestal fault family is controlled by listric border faults i.e., border faults have larger maximum throws than the remainder of crestal faults and accommodate most the strain and stress on the crest of the salt structure. At the same time, other crestal faults formed close
to border faults are less active. Border faults are also in a preferential position to be reactivated.

3) Erosional surfaces are robust markers to date fault reactivation, particularly when used together with T-Z plots.

4) Segment linkage is predominant within the interpreted crestal fault families and controlled fault growth. The interpreted crestal faults propagated both vertically and horizontally. Over the salt ridge, horizontal propagation was hindered by an accommodation zone, onto which faults terminate. Vertical propagation stops either the fault meets the seafloor or vertical propagation is accommodated by either blind faults, or by adjacent faults with larger displacement.

5) Fault propagation does not follow the ‘Coherent model’ of Jackson and Rotenvadt (2013). The geometry and history of propagation of faults segments are not comparable with this later model. In particular, large fault segments propagated to emerge with non-reactivated small fault segments on the crest of the salt ridge, and can show later blind propagation towards the surface.

6) The transverse accommodation zone (TAZ) developed on the salt ridge had paramount influence on the evolution of the interpreted crestal faults. Two opposite-dipping fault families, reflecting distinct mechanisms for their formation, terminate into the accommodation zone. After its establishment, the development of the crestal fault system became controlled by the accommodation zone.
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**Figure captions**

Figure 1 Regional maps of Southeast Brazilian margin showing: a) the relative location of the Southeast Atlantic margin. b) The location of the study area (red box). The dotted line indicates the limit of Aptian evaporites and the solid line shows the bathymetry (m). c) Variance map (Z=-3140ms TWT) of the study area. The red box indicates the location of the studied crestal fault system. d) Enlarged variance map of the studied fault system.
Figure 2 Simplified regional cross section of Espírito Santo Basin revealing major depositional sequences. Relative location of the study area is indicated by the black box (Modified from Fiduk et al., 2004 and Gamboa et al., 2010, 2011).

Figure 3 TWT structural map depicting the geometry of Opposite-Dipping Fault arrays (Zone 1 and Zone 3) and the Transverse Accommodation Zone (Zone 2) (TAZ). The area highlighted in the black box is the location of the studied ODF-TAZ system. The interpreted horizon is H3 (see also Fig. 4 and 6), the numbered faults are subsequently analysed (see Figs. 9-12). The interpreted area of horizon H3 is shown in Figure 1c.

Figure 4 Uninterpreted seismic sections and enlarged interpreted sections for Zones 1-3. a-b) Seismic sections of an E-dipping fault array with a few antithetic faults form graben-like structures (Zone 1). c-d) Seismic sections of a W-dipping fault array dipping uniformly to the west (Zone 3). e-f) Seismic sections across the transverse accommodation zone in which the two opposite dipping fault arrays interact (Zone 2). Locations of the seismic sections are shown in Figures 1d and 3. The different colours represent the four groups of faults considered in this study. Faults subsequently analysed are also labelled.

Figure 5 a) Main stratigraphic units on the crest of the interpreted salt ridge. Seven horizons are interpreted, with H1 representing the top surface of salt diapir and H7 representing the seafloor. b) Zoomed seismic section of the studied fault system. Location of the seismic section is shown in Figure 1d.

Figure 6 Seismic sections illustrating the four groups of faults (Group 1, Group 2, Group 3 and Group 4) interpreted on crest of the salt ridge. a) Un-interpreted seismic section, shown
in Figure 1d. b) Interpreted seismic section. Faults offset H5 and some propagate towards the seafloor. Group 2 is bounded by H5 and offsets H4 – the top surface of Unit 2. Faults of Group 3 all form in Unit 2. Group 4 faults are limited to Unit 2.

Figure 7 Lower-hemisphere and equal-area projections of poles to fault planes show strike direction and dip angles of the crestal fault system. a) Average strike direction (354.74° NNW) and dip angle (35.37°) of faults dipping to the east in Zone 1. b) Average strike direction (20.31° NNE) and dip angle (36.7°) of faults dipping to the west in Zone 1. c) Average strike direction (5.34° NNE) and dip angle (35.94°) of faults in Zone 3.

Figure 8 a) Statistical data for fault density on both hanging wall and footwall blocks of border fault 1 (Zone 1) as compiled from specific seismic sections in a south to north orientation. B) Fault density acquired on selected seismic sections in both Zones 1 and 3.

Figure 9 T-D and T-Z plots for Group 1 faults. Locations of Faults 1A to 1H are labelled in Figure 3. The vertical lines a-k in the T-D plots in row 1 and a-n in row 3 indicate the location of the T-Z plots in rows 2 and 4 respectively. Two episodes of fault reactivation are identified, which are marked by horizons H3 and H5.

Figure 10 T-D and T-Z plots for Group 2 faults. Locations of Faults 2A to 2H are labelled in Figure 3. The vertical lines a-m in the T-D plots in rows 1 and a-k in row 3 indicate the locations of the T-Z plots in rows 2 and 4 respectively. One episode of fault reactivation, marked by horizon H3, is recognised.
Figure 11 T-D and T-Z plots for Group 3 faults. Locations of Faults 3A to 3H are labelled in Figure 3. The vertical lines a-l in the T-D plots in row 1 and a-h in row 3 indicate the location of the T-Z plots in rows 2 and 4 respectively. Reactivation is recorded at horizon H3 in Zone 1. Reactivation in Zone 3 occurs earlier than H3.

Figure 12 T-D and T-Z plots of faults in Group 4. Locations of Faults 4A to 4D are labelled in Figure 3. The vertical lines a-h in the T-D plots in row 1 indicate the location of the T-Z plots in row 2. All the T-Z plots show a typical ‘C’ shape, which indicates that faults were not reactivated.

Figure 13 Maximum throw locations of Group 3 and 4 faults in Zone 1 and Group 3 faults in Zone 3 as tied to seismic stratigraphy units. The figure indicates that the formation of faults in Zone 3 is earlier than that of Zone 1.

Fig. 14 Expansion Indexes (EI) for the major faults showing variation in strata thickness across their hanging-wall and footwall blocks. An EI of >1 implies thickening of strata in the hanging-wall section, whereas EI < 1 means thinning relative to the footwall block.

Figure 15 Schematic illustration of the reactivation history of crestal faults in this study. Red boxes indicate zones of low fault reactivation close to the border faults. Blue boxes indicate zones of high reactivation away from the border faults.

Figure 16 Alternative “Isolated model” of fault propagation. Larger faults propagated and reactivated while small fault segments remain undisturbed until two fault segments are linked
together. (1-2) map view; (3-4) T-D profile; (5-6) T-Z profile. The larger fault segment can be either reactivated or non-reactivated.

Figure 17 Schematic map showing throw-depth plots vs. repeated fault reactivation on crest of salt ridges. Each reactivation episode is associated with an erosional surface.

Figure 18 Plan-view of schematic map illustrates formation of a transverse accommodation zone. Stage 1 - Formation of a W-dipping fault array. Stage 2 - Crestal collapse, which was controlled by crestal faults creating multiple small-scale faults dipping to the east. West-dipping fault arrays kept propagating at this stage. Stage 3 - Late evolution stage of faults, with both fault systems intersecting each other to form an accommodation zone.

Figure 19 Schematic 3D panel showing the relationship between the transverse accommodation zone (TAZ) and crestal faults in the study area. The strike directions of the accommodation zone and faults are nearly perpendicular.
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